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Elaine Williamson
founder, elaine williamson designs

To me, hospitality means graciousness
served with a side of elegance. Meeting all of one’s
needs or at best anticipating and fulfilling those needs.

My ideal Saturday consists of
spending time with my daughter Alexandra when she
is in from college, my son Austin, my husband Rick
and our dogs: Ivy, Joey and Sydney.

Elaine Williamson specializes
in high-end custom interior
design and style making for
luxury residential, commercial
and hospitality spaces. Her
design firm, based in Dallas,
creates designs that are
distinctive, highly personalized
and elegant, yet entirely
functional and comfortable.
Elaine prides herself on
adapting to her clients’ needs
because, as she says, “great
design always starts with the
client first. One size design
does not fit all.”
Currently reading
“Atlas Shrugged” by Ayn Rand n
My drink
Coke Zero by day
Blackberry Smash by night
(Muddle blackberries with mint, add
ice and vodka, garnish with whole
berries and powered sugar)

My favorite artist is Chris Latanzzio of

Dallas. He does great dimensional wood-based artwork using vivid paints and shapes. I love his creativity
and vision.

My favorite designer is from the Dorothy Draper era. I love all of the plaster and mirrored doorframes. It still is timeless and elegant. Draper had vision before her time and her drive was immense and
pointed. She was a courageous designer.

My favorite hotel is Parker Palm Springs. n To me it is eclectic yet elegant; retro yet modern;
avant garde yet refined; and always will be timeless. Hospitality weaves its way
through all facets of one’s stay.

The most important guestroom amenities to me are fine

n

linens, a luxuriously appointed bathroom and a view. One should
always choose a hotel room that at least has the same or better
amenities than we find in our own home. The room in which we
stay lends an immeasurable amount of weight toward the pleasure
with which we equate our overall experience.

Overdone in design today is faux finishes, heavy furnishings and fabrics. In certain areas of the country, heavy fabrics,
damask chenilles, are still going strong. As more and more shelter magazines are emphasizing cleaner lines, it is beginning to spill over into the mainstream residential market.
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use of strong color calmed by lighter tones is such a classic look. This can be achieved
with all colors on the palette.

My favorite materials to work with are linen and silk velvets, which
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are the yin and yang of fabrics. These two always will work well together and always are
full of color and texture.

My advice to young hoteliers is to be open to creativity always. Let your
designers be creative and bring many ideas. Putting too many parameters on at the first
meeting can oftentimes cloud the creativity process and something fantastic might be
overlooked.
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Today’s hot color palette is orange, greens and pinks n. Although, the
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